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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

The Hebrew Scriptures are the most researched books in
history. Most of us would think that whatever secrets or codes
contained within the Hebrew Scriptures, would have been discovered, researched and written about already. I thought that
also but that assumption is far from the truth.
Current-day accepted thinking about the Torah is that it
was written over 700 years and finished by Jeremiah. Academics as well as some Jewish and Christian leadership believe that
Abraham to Moses are all fictional characters and most of the
stories such as Noah and Exodus stories never happened.
My knowledge of this subject is unique. I am the first person in 2,603 years that discovered the real Mount Sinai and all
the altars Moses mentions in Exodus. I am the first person to
discover the exodus route and found Baal-Zephon and what
it was. I am the first person since perhaps Moses who knows
what the Torah actually is and the model that created the 22-letters of the Hebrew alphabet. This information I included in my
2016 book Creation of the Hebrew Alphabet. The effect of all
of these books will be to change parts of the Jewish religion.
Since Christianity and Islam both rely on the surface stories of
the Torah and the rest of the Hebrew Scriptures, the knowledge
I present within these four volumes will affect them. I tried to
arrange the volumes in the best chronological order within a
subject. This first Volume will cover from Abraham to Jacob.
In my book Moses and the Ten Code Systems (2016) I use
the analogy of an onion in order to study the Torah. There is
a surface story that would be analogous to the thin skin of an
onion. Under the semi-transparent skin are multiple layers that
make up the body of the onion. At the center base is the heart of
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the onion which generates the roots, the outer layers, the stalk
and flower. The thin skin is only a poor reflection of the onion.
Without knowing Moses’ code systems you have no chance of
decoding the books and discovering the real stories.
Since the fall of the second Temple the Orthodox Jewish
leadership has known four of the ten code systems, but six of
them they did not know and without them you can never figure out the Torah and most of the prophets’ books. Some of
these code systems cannot be discovered and understood unless you know geology, geophysics, astronomy and other sciences, which is possibly why the theologians never discovered
the really important secrets in the Hebrew Scriptures. Some of
those stories were about Moses’ real tribal identity and what
they did. Others are about the Exodus trip, who put important
items into the family burial cave, who bought Joseph, Joseph’s
name in Egypt, what he did there and why eleven1 of the twelve
tribes went into slavery shortly after Tuthmoses III died. There
are other major and minor secrets to be discovered. Moses also
gave us the greatest secret in the Torah and that is how people
can survive the geomagnetic reversal and ice age.
Brief Listing of Moses’ Ten Code Systems
The following is a brief description of Moses’ ten code
systems that will be mentioned throughout this book. A much
more detailed description can be found in Moses and the Ten
Code Systems.
1. Hebrew large numbering: Hebrew letters also have
number values. Moses was forced to deal with only 22
symbols and could not add any new symbols to represent numbers, (found in Appendix A). Moses did use
the numbering for the five final letters ([ צ פ מ נ כCh,
N, M, F/P, Ts]) but did not use the modern-day redesign of those five final letters. He created the five final
numbers, both large and small, because the original 22
letters only brought him up to the number 400 and he
needed 500 to 900 to create large numbers.
2. Hebrew small numbering: Simply remove the zeros
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from large numbering (Appendix A).
3. Algebraic principle of equivalents: If A is equal to B
and B is equal to C than A is equal to C.
4. Composite word code: Longer words are made up of
two or more shorter words that contain the real meaning.
5. Adjacent letter swapping: Many occurrences of when
Moses requires us to swap adjacent letters to acquire a
new word that contains the real message.
6. The number seven: The number seven appears no
less than 185 times in the Torah. You cannot discover
what this number represents unless you were at the real
Mount Sinai, which I was. The hill has seven fractures
on one side. When you see the number seven it is another clue as to the location or appearance of Mount
Sinai.
7. The chapter number and verse codes of 40, 60, 70:
This has to do with verses in Chapter 37 of Genesis.
The verses are 3, 23 and 33, which all describe the
“coat of many colors” also translated “long-sleeved
coat.” When you use adjacent letter swaps on the Hebrew words you discover the real gift that Jacob gave
Joseph and the real reason his brothers wanted him
gone. When you see the number 40 it will mean the
number one unless it is referring to the age of someone.2
8. The number 400: The number 400 always means the
family burial cave and homestead at Mount Sinai.
9. The length of the Sacred Cubit: This value can only
be derived if you first discover code number ten. The
values of the sacred cubit is 24.136 inches not the 18
inches that is taught. In Ezekiel 40:5 the sacred cubit is defined. It is the length of the Egyptian Royal
Cubit of 20.67 inches and the width of a hand breath.
When this value is multiplied by all the measurement
number given, you get factors or multiples of the root
number 12,068, simply remove the decimal point. The
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sequence of numbers is the message.
10. The root number 12,068: This number is the number
of years between geomagnetic reversals (aka polar reversals). You cannot discover this number unless you
have and use an information theory of existence because it is the clock cycle of the universe. This number
is the foremost message of the Torah.

The Foundation Philosophy
To fully understand Chapter 6 and why Abraham purchased the cave of Machpelah you should first read the following of my two books: The Theory of Multidimensional Reality
(2015) and The Creation of the Hebrew Alphabet (2016). The
first presents the scientific foundation and philosophy to understand what is really happening in the Torah and the other
proves that a very highly advanced previous civilization produced the letters and the tablets. That book also explains what
the Torah really is and it is not the surface story.
The briefest of explanations is that Abraham had discovered deep inside the cave a repository of exceedingly advanced
technology. The two tablets and rod were not the product of a
late Bronze Age people but the product of people well over ten
million years more advanced than even our civilization. The
science philosophy necessary to unravel the Torah and understand what Moses was telling us is an information theory of
existence. Such a theory I developed in the Theory of Multidimensional Reality.3
The Seven Competing Story Lines in the Torah
The Torah and some of the prophet books have seven intertwined stories. Some are very hard to uncover unless you
approach it with specific knowledge in physics, geology, electronics, astronomy, computers and chemistry. In addition you
must also know Moses ten code systems and the history of the
Egyptian 18th dynasty. With that said here is the list as I see
them.
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1. The surface story as it has been taught.
2. The real Joseph story and who purchased him as a
slave and what he did in Egypt.
3. The location of the real Mount Sinai and the family
cave.
4. Who Moses an Aaron were really related to.
5. Who were the previous people or civilization who
left the technology deep in the family cave and how
it worked.
6. The exact number of years between geomagnetic reversals and the exact date for the next one.
7. How to save yourself from the next cataclysm.
The Historical Problem
I have no political or religious agenda writing these series
of books. My only desire is to fix some 1,100 years of history
(1620 B.C.E. to about 527 B.C.E.) My 2007 book God’s Day of
Judgment was over 450 pages with 25 pages of endnotes. It was
written like a textbook with too many new ideas and subjects.
The average person lacks so much basic knowledge of history
and philosophy that in some cases they are incapable of understanding what is happening—even if you spell it out for them.
The public has such a short attention span because of television and the news media; it is hard getting them to read long
books where you have to think about what you are reading. It
takes time to absorb complex ideas. You have to think about
them and that takes a longer attention span. For these reasons
I decided to divide the different subjects into separate shorter
books that will hopefully keep people’s attention and help them
absorb the ideas and information slowly. That is what I did with
The Theory of Multidimensional Reality, Moses and the Ten
Code Systems and Creation of the Hebrew Alphabet. These are
the foundation books for the rest of the information given in
these four volumes.
Abraham to Moses lived in the Bronze Age and had access to knowledge and technology way beyond their abilities.
Moses did his best to explain what they saw and did. I will do
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my best to explain it now. It is a complex story and I believe it
to be true.
A Comment
To those religious and academic groups who believe in
historical relativism (both Jewish and Christian) and teach that
Moses and the Exodus story are just fictional. I would like to
remind those academics that fictional characters do not leave
physical evidence behind.
Endnotes
1 I know you will think that there were 12 tribes that went into slavery but that is
not true. Joseph’s two sons were not put into slavery after Thutmosis III died. The
tribe of Levi disappeared by the time of the Exodus in 1306 B.C.E. so that is why they
counted the two sons of Joseph as separate tribes instead of one. They should have
called it the tribe of Joseph. All of this will be explained in Volume II on Joseph.

2 Gen. 25:20.
3 I have written two philosophy of science books. The first being Reality Revealed, The Theory of Multidimensional Reality, (1977). This book
was reclassified to Science Philosophy (Q175 V638 1978) by one of the
U.S. government’s intelligence agencies on April 4, 1994. After 30 years I
wrote an updated book God’s Day of Judgment, the Real Cause of Global
Warming, (2007). My first book Reality Revealed developed and applied
the world’s first information theory of existence, which I call The Theory of
Multidimensional Reality because that is what our reality. Using this theory
I was able to explain what causes the geomagnetic reversals and why the
ice age immediately follows. The model created by this information theory
enabled me to explain all of the phenomena associated with the ice ages
and reversals. The other book God’s Day of Judgment was a further refinement of the theory and the complete proof of what causes the geomagnetic
reversals and ice ages. I was able to decode the Torah because of this theory.
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